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1.. FI CTION 'O CHAII N, VI C,Z-M L--3 -.N ",ND RAPPORTBUR .

The D POR-4E$El L expressed the Orfranizationt s gratification at the

establishment off..the Regional Committee for the Western Pacific. Work in the

health field had been going on there under conditions which had not be6b

completely satisfactory. That work could'now be continued with all the benefits

of .A fully . organized regional body.

In his capaci ty as acting chairma n, he called for nominations for the

office of chairman-.

Mr.SOUVAJNAVONG (Laos) nominated Dr. Padua (Philippines).

Dr. S6(UOEK (Cambodia) and Dr. TRA N Lit B-.0 (Viet Nam) supported that

nomination.

Decision; Dr. Padua was unanimously elected chairman,

Dr. Padua then took the chair.

The' CHAIRNUN expressed his deep gratitude and ' appreciation at having been

elected chairman of the Regional Committee for the Western Pacific. In the name

of his delegation ,, he acknowledged the debt of gratitude owed to the

Director--General and his staff for their efforts in that ,region, and as

chairman, he extended a warm welcome to other States from the Western Pacific.

He was fully aware of his duties and responsibilities as chairman. He

hoped that with the co-,.operation of all members, the . cc ittee would be able to'

perform its functions under the Constitution irr=an effective manner.

The Western Pacific Region-was' made up almost entirely of under-developed

eeunti ieaa w c 'needed not only technical assistance, in the form of expert

-advice but • also: in the form of 'material help. He was sure - that the interests
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ry . .

of that part of the world could best be safeguarded by .the wise. policy of

decentralization which had been decided upon. The enthusiasm always shown in

the field of public health by representatives of the Western Pacific Region-had

not waned , and now that. the basic formal organization for the region had been

established, they were determined to pursue their endeavours to the.utmost.

The Chairman then called for nominations for the office of Vice-Chairman.

Dr. ABRIOL (Philippines) nominated Dr. Than Huy Dan (Viet Nam).

Dr. AZUMA (Japan) supported that nomination.

Decision: Dr. Than Huy Dan was unanimously-elected Vice-Chairman.

Dr. Phan Huy Dan.took his place as Vice-Chairman.

Dr. PHAN HUY DAN (Viet Nam) thanked-the committee for the honour they had

done him in electing him.

The CHAIRMAN called for nominations for the office of rapportewr.

Dr. S&U(K (Cambodia) nominated Mr. Souvannavong.(Laos).

Dr. ABRIOL (Philippines) supported that nomination.

Decision: Mr. Souvannavong was unanimously elected rapppyrteur.

Mr. Spuvannavong took his place as rapporteur.
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2. APPROVAL OF PROVISIONAL AGENI1 (Document Rcl/WP/1)

Dr. RAR (UnitedKinidom) protested. at the short notice. given of the holding

of the meting. The territories in the Western Pacific for which. his Government

was responsible were ,strong in their support of the establishment of a regional

aoamittee : ` . However in view of the fact that the Executive Board had, at its

last session , formally decided to postpone the meeting and that his Government

had been informed only a few days previously that such a meeting was to be held,

there had not been time to consult, adequately with those territories and

consequently they might feel that their interests had not been taken

sufficiently into account.

The DIRECTOR-( NERIL recognized the fact that the meeting had been called

at regrettably short notice. , However no programme items had been included in the

provisional agenda . The meeting was purely formal in character and'would limit

itself to taking certain organizational decisions necessary in the near future.

Another meeting of the regional•'conmEittee would be held in the early autumn in

which there would be full opportunity to.discuss the.programme for the region.

Dr..R• E (United Kingdom) fully realized that - programmer items had not been

included. However, the decisions to be taken were of great importance.

Nevertheless he would not press the matter.

Dr. M1.RCEL (Viet Nam) proposed that members should make their Statements

on the programme at .a forthootping . meeting.

plea,,,,:: There being no objection, the provisional agenda was approved.
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3. :.PPROV iL OF DR::FT RULES OF PROCEDtRE (Documents RCl/WP/2 and

RCl/WP/2. Corr.l )

The DIRECTOR-GENERL:L, in reply to a request for information from

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands), stated that the draft rules of procedure for th^

Regional Committee for the Western Pacific were identical with those of the

other regional committees except for the provisions concerning the official

working languages and the required quorum. The quorum naturally depended upon)

the number of members of the committee . For instance, five constituted the

quorum for the Eastern Mediterranean Regional Committee comprising thirteen

members. The Regional Committee for the Western Pacific comprised fourteen

members.

Dr. DOWLING ( ustralia ) wished to make it clear that , on instructions

from his Government , his delegation was attending the meeting in the capacity

of an observer.

Dr. 2:BRIOL (Philippines ) proposed that the committee should adopt the

draft rules of procedure as a whole , maintaining the figure of four members

I

as necessary to constitute a quorum , as prescribed in rule 31. He noted that,

in view of the transportation difficulties existing in the Far Bast,, 'it was

desirable that the figure for the quorum should be fixed as low as possible.

Dr., van den BERG (Netherlands ) proposed that rule 31 should be amended tol

read : " r^ simple majority of the members of the committee shall constitute

a quorum."
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Dr. CAMBOURNAC (Portugal), Dr. PH.1M-LE-TIEP (Viet Nam) and Dr. CL RON (Laos)

supported the Netherlands proposal.

The.CHAIRMAN put the Netherlands proposal to the vote.

Decision: The Netherlands propos e1 on rule 31 that a majority of the
committee should. constitute a quorur was adopted by 9 votes to 1 with
1 abstention.

The DIRE CTOR-GENERAL, following a query raised by Dr. CARON (Laos),

explained that an amendment to the rule regarding the quorum in no way implied

that rule 7, providing that the committee could be convened by the joint

request of any four members , would have to-be modified correspondingly.

That figure' had of necessity to be maintained at a minimum in order to protect

the rights of a small number of Members to call for a meeting to deal with any

emergency which might arise; on the other hand the financial considerations

made it difficult to hold frequent meetings.

The corresponding figures were five members out of a total of thirteen in

the Eastern Mediterranean Region and three members out of a total of eight

in the South East .sia Region.

He proposed that the word "States" should be deleted-in rule 7.

Dr. MLRCEL (Viet Nam), Dr. ABRIOL (Philippines), Dr. RAE (United Kingdom)

and Mr. HAGIWARG (Japan) expressed the view that rule 7 should be approved as it

stood and as amended by the Director-General.

Dr. PHAM-LE-TIEP (Viet Nam ), supported by Dro van den BERG (Netherlands),

proposed an amendment to rule 7 to the effect that the committee would be

convened at the joint request of one-third of its members.
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The CHAIRMAN put the Ir oposal made by the delegates of Viet Nam and the

Netherlands to the vote.

Decisions The Viet Nam proposal was rejected by 6 votes to 4p with 1

abstention.

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote rule 7 as it appeared in the draft rules of

procedure and with the, amendment pr-,posed by the Director-General to delete the

word "States+t.

Decision: Rune 7 in its original form and with the deletion of the word
n ates" was adopted,

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the Philippine proposal to approve the draft

rules of procedure as a whole including the corrections contained in document

RC1/WP/2.Corr .l. and the amendments approved on rules 7 and 31.

Decision: The Philippine proposal approving the draft rules of
procedure , as corrected and amended, was adopted unanimously.

4. NOMINATION OF REGIONAL DIRECTOR

r -1

At that point the Vice-Chairman took the Chair

Dr. PADUA (Philippines) nominated Dr, Fang, Chief of the Temporary Regional

Office for the Western Pacific, for the position of Regional Director. He

recalled the fact that Dr. Fang had administered the affairs of the region

through the temporary regional office at Hong Kong and felt that it would be most

fitting to ask him to continue to work now that the Western Pacific Region had

been formally organized.

The proposal of the delegate of the Philippines was formally supported by
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Dr. KOO (Korea), Dr., TfAN LAM BAO (Viet Nam), Dr. AARON (Laos), Dr. SMUOEK

(Cambodia) and Dr. AZUMA (japan)..

The CHAIRMAN asked fora v.:te to be taken on the nomination of Dr. Fagg by

secret ballot in accordance with Rule 26 cf the oommitteA1s Rules of Proied re.

Decision! Dr. Fang was nominated for the post of Regional
Director of the Office for the Western Pacaifi i by 11 v.:tes to
none, with 1 abstention,

The CHAIRMAN stated that the committee would recommend to the Emev ti4e

:^ >aard that the Board app^',int I`r. Fang as Regional I: ire^t,-r of the Offi!,e for the

Western Pacific.

The DIRECTOR-GEM ML stated that the Executive Board could take aeti^n on

that recommendation at its f-.rthc,.;ming session.

At that point Dr. Padua, Chairman, resumed the chair.

The CHAIRMAN ongratulated Dr. Fang on his nomination and asked if he was.

ready to accept it.

r. FANG, Secretary, thanked the committee for his nomination and assured the

members that he was ready to accept the responsibility 'of his position.

5. LOCATION OF REGIONAL OFFICE (Do+:unent Rcl/wP/3)

;r. MA-LEAN (New Zealand) felt that before su'mitting any formal proposals

regarding the location of the regional offie.•e, governments might wish to give the

matter further consideration in view of the short notice that had been given as to

the time of the current meeting. He proposed that, singe the temporary regional
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office was already functioning at Hong Kong , a decision on the location. of the

regional office be postponed until a later session.

"The CHAIRMAN put the proposal to the vote.

Decision : The proposal of the delegate of New Zealand was rejected.

by 6 votes to 4 with 1 abstention.

Dr. PHAN H 'JY DAN (Viet Nam) said that the location of the regional office

depended on three important conditions . First, the office would have to be

situated centrally in relation to all the countries in the region in order that

communication might be easy, rapid and cheap . Seoondly, a site would have to be

chosen where the political and social situation would allow the work of the

office to be carried on without disturbance. Thirdly, there would have to be

lodging and office facilities . As he understood it, the delegation of the

Philippines had already .proposed Manila as.a site for the regional office, and he

felt that that city amply fulfilled , the conditions he had mentioned._ His

delegation therefore proposed that the committee accept the offer of the

Philippine Government.

Dr. CARON (Laos ) supported that proposal.
K

.Dr. KOO (Korea ) stated that he would have proposed Seoul as the site for

the regional office but in view of the fact that the whole area around that city

was currently a aa-man's land he would support the proposal of the delegate of

Viet Nam.

The DIRECTOR -GENERAL stressed that an important ^•ondition governing the choice

of locations was the willingness of the government concerned to sign the standard

WHO host agreement.
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Dr. RAE. (United Kingdom) recalled his earlier protest as to the short notice

that had been given of the holding of the current session and stated that he was

still awaiting instructions from his government, However, he felt certain that

he could nevertheless formally propose Singapore as the site for the Regional

Office.

Dr. AZUMA ( Japan) stated that his delegation would support the proposal to

have the regional office situated 1n Manila.

Dr.CA3BOURNAC (Portugal ) said that since he had received no instructions

he'would abstain fram'voting.

The CHAIRMAN then put the proposal of the chief delegate of Viet Nam to the'

vote.

Decision: The proposal to accept the offer of the Philippine
Government was adopted by 7 votes to none, with 4 abstentions,

The CHAIRMAN stated that a recommendation incorporating that decision•would

be submitted to the Executive- Board.

In the name of his Government he thanked the committee for their decision

and assured them that their presence in Manila , would be greatly welcomed..

6. ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES ON FINANCE AND PERSONNEL:
(Documents RC1/WP/4 and RC1/WP/5)

The committee noted the statements by the Director-General on Finance and

Personnel contained in documents RC1/WP/ 4 and RC1/WP/5.
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7. TIME AIND PLACE CF NEXT SESSION

The DIRECTOR -GENERAL remarked that the World Health Organization was obliged

to observe eertain dates for the meetings of its various bodies and suggested

that August or September would be the best time for the regional,eommittee to

meet in order to recommend a programme for the following year.

Dr. KOO (Korea) , supported by Dr. MARCEL (Viet Nam) proposed that the next

session of the regional committee take plane in Manila during the seeond or third

week of September 1951 , the exact date to be notified by the Director-general.

It was so agreed.

The meeting ro3e at 11 45 a.m.
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